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ADDENDA

FURTHER NOTES ON THE CHURCHES OF STOAK AND 
WHITEGATE

STOAK. On page 10 is an extract on Stoak church 
from Ormerod, Vol. 2, page 309. This may now be 
supplemented as follows from the same source :  

" A doorway, under a semi-circular arch, ornamented with 
chevron mouldings, forms the entrance to the body of the church. 
The ornaments are concealed by the south porch, and another 
semi-circular arch, opening into the church at the opposite side, 
is altogether defaced and walled up. At the west end, under 
a rude oaken gallery dated 1679, is a circular font, about three 
feet in height and rather more than two feet in diameter, 
ornamented round the sides with a series of tall narrow Saxon 
arches. The chancel of the church is divided by a mutilated 
oaken screen, over which has been a rood loft, decorated with 
lines of running foliage well executed in oak, of which a con 
siderable portion is remaining. This chancel appears to have 
been rebuilt about the time of Henry VIII. The roof of this 
part is very mean and of modern date, but that of the greater 
part of the body of the church precisely corresponds with the 
timber work in the roof of the hall of Stanney."

Mr. Fergusson Irvine has discovered a drawing, now in 
the British Museum, dated 7 mo. 31, 1809, by Thomas 
Rickman, showing the church from the south-east corner 
of the churchyard, as a three-chambered structure, each 
roof a little lower as it approaches the east, reminiscent 
of its 12th-century origin. It has a south porch and a 
considerable bell-tower, both of timber, the latter with 
two-light belfry windows to each face, the tower completed 
by corner urns and a short pyramidical roof, also of timber. 
The nave is of stone and in addition to the porch towards 
the west, has a large three-light uncusped square-headed
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window with a hood moulding ; in the west corner close 
to the roof is a small two-light window to the gallery. The 
second or middle chamber is slightly lower in elevation 
and is extended forward into the yard, forming an aisle, 
placed under a roof continuous with the main structure, 
which contains a dormer window. The lower part of this 
south aisle is of stone, the upper half of timber and 
plaster, the struts vertical, interspersed by two windows, 
a two-light and a three-light, both with square heads. 
The east wall of this aisle has a four-light window, the 
outer lights of less height. The chancel is of stone, again 
a little less in elevation than the middle chamber. On 
the south side is a priest's doorway with a pointed head 
set in a square frame, and a two-light cusped Tudor- 
shaped window, together with a three-light window to 
the east, the east wall completed by a flat coping. The 
drawing does not however indicate the stonework or the 
materials used for the roofing. In the vestry is a print 
from a rough painting of the church from the south which 
corroborates the drawing made by Rickman.

During the eighteen-twenties, owing to pressure from the 
bishop as to the necessary repairs, the church was not only 
restored but almost rebuilt. The first proposal to take 
down the old steeple as far as the clock and rebuild on the 
old plan with timber and brick was not accepted, and a 
Mr. Edgccombe was called in and empowered to restore 
the church ; this he proceeded to do, and if we take 
Ormerod's description and Rickman's drawing and 
compare them with what now represents Stoak church, 
we realise how exceedingly mischievous was this re 
building and restoration undertaken without knowledge 
or reverence. In the debit account we have to include 
the destruction of the timber tower and porch, the 
enriched 12th-century doorway, the whole of the south 
side of the nave, the chancel arch, the timber and plaster 
Bunbury chapel, the priest's doorway in the chancel,
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the west gallery, the screen, as well as the indications of 
the three-chambered 12th-century plan and superstruc 
ture. He cannot, I believe, be blamed for the dis 
appearance of the font, for Mr. J. W. Ellis states in these 
Transactions for 1901 that " visiting Stoke and not 
finding the ancient font, I made enquiry from the Vicar, 
the Rev. R. W. Pritchard, who informed me that the 
old font was destroyed many years ago by some workmen 
stupidly lighting a fire in it, while the church was under 
repair."

We will now examine what additions Edgecombe made 
to the church and what he left of the old fabric. He built 
a stone tower at the west end in place of the timber steeple, 
which for its period is not without merit ; it is completed 
by battlementing but not of the true Cheshire type. The 
south side of the nave was entirely rebuilt, consisting of a 
wall divided by four closely-set buttresses with a window 
between each, two of two-light flanked by two of one-light, 
all square-headed ; a small part of the original walling 
was retained towards the east, which had an inscription 
embedded in it, part of which was destroyed by inserting 
the cill of a window. The second chamber was trans 
formed, including the Bunbury aisle, and turned into a 
double transept, the southern one built upon the founda 
tions of the Bunbury aisle ; he roofed this transept inside 
on a plan which endeavoured to combine all the various 
roofs together, rather like the roof of a circus ; this he was 
compelled to do after having destroyed the chancel arch. 
Edgecombe's work on the chancel was confined to the 
destruction of the priest's doorway.

He left the north wall of the nave and the nave roof, 
together with the shell of the chancel ; possibly the bell- 
frame may be that used in the earlier timber tower, as its 
construction is peculiar. There are three bells dated 
1631, 1615 and 1642. The north wall retains the blocked- 
up plain semi-circular doorway described by Ormerod,
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above which is a panel inscribed " William Heaward : 
William Roe : Churchwardens, 1691." Other wardens' 
names appear on the chancel wall, dated 1695. The 
nave roof is in four bays, measuring 32 feet in length 
by 21 feet 10 ins. in width. It is arch-braced, with 
hammer-beams, simple, unmoulded and of good work 
manship. The principals, arch-braces and four purlins 
are original. In construction it has a curved collar with 
struts on the upper side, well shaped and curved arch- 
braces housed into upright posts and both morticed 
and tenoned into the hammers. These are supported 
by curved braces springing from wall-posts. There are 
six rafters to a bay, with curved wind-braces. The new 
work includes ridge, rafters, and plastering where the 
ashlar-pieces stand above the wall-plate.

Fragments of the screen remain in front of the west 
gallery ; this has for the most part been re-erected in 
varnished deal. The panels consist of eight pieces 
measuring 26 ins. by 8 ins. joined together in pairs to form 
panels, two other pieces measure 26 ins. by 5^ ins. ; they 
are all f of an inch in thickness. Each panel contains 
two rows of two lights divided by a battled transom ; 
they formed part of the wainscot of the chancel screen 
of which there are no other remains.

The church has fortunately preserved to it much of its 
post-reformation woodwork, including a 17th-century 
Holy Table and altar rails with twisted legs and balusters, 
a portion of the chancel seating against the wall, two 
excellent chairs, a panelled pulpit and a fine inscribed 
chest. There are numerous wooden heraldic painted 
memorial boards made by the Randle Holmes of Chester 
for the Bunbury family ; they are now being allowed to 
decay, some of them lumbered into the west gallery.

WHITEGATE. This was originally the " capella extra 
portas " without the gates of the Cistercian abbey of Vale
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Royal, a usual feature of this order, built for the con 
venience of women and other persons who were not allowed 
within the gates of the monastery. It would be one of the 
later works to be undertaken and, as progress was slow, 
may be allocated to the I4th century. However, there 
is a possibility that the temporary building erected for 
the use of the brethren near the abbey, and occupied 
by them in 1281, when they moved from Darnall, and 
which continued to be their habitation during the time 
of the first four abbots, may have formed the nucleus 
of the chapel.

It is difficult to state when Whitegate became a parish 
church. We have already seen the notice from Gastrell 
(see pages 11-12) on the subject, which may be supple 
mented by further extracts from Brownbill's edition of 
the Ledger Book of Vale Royal and Lyson's Cheshire. 
In one of the Holme MSS. (Harl. MS. 2060) are a number 
of notes and transcripts taken from the ledger book, 
including a grant by John, abbot of Vale Royal, to Ralph 
Dawn, vicar of Over (instituted 1525), which names the 
" parish church dedicated in the honour of our blessed 
Lady situate at the outer gate of our monastery." 
" Richard Banion, vicar of Whitegate (instituted 1545), 
55 years of age, saith that Vale Royal is in the 
parish of Whitegate, and that the tenements of Thomas 
Mercer, Hughe Streete and others named in the bill are 
encroached lands up to the time of Abbot Stratford, 
Abbot Buckley and Abbot Hardware, who had the tithes "
(P. 187)- 

Lyson states (p. 816) that " The ancient parish church
of Whitegate stood at the Abbey-gate of the monastery, 
having been built and made parochial at an early date, 
for the convenience of the tenants and inhabitants of 
the demesne of the abbey, but as this had been done 
by the authority of the pope's bull, the vicar of Over, 
after the Reformation, disputed its claim to parochial
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rights, upon which the said tenants and inhabitants having 
petitioned Parliament, and stated the grievances and 
inconveniences to which they should be subject, if it should 
be then deemed part of the parish of Over, an act was 
passed in the year 1541, by which Whitegate was made a 
parish church for the tenants and inhabitants of the 
demesne of the late monastery of Vale Royal, and it was 
enacted that they should be discharged of further resort 
or repair to the church of Over, and that the vicar of Over 
should be discharged of the cure of the said tenants and 
inhabitants. Thomas Cholmondeley Esq. of Vale Royal 
is impropriator of the great tithes and patron of the 
vicarage (1810)."

As we have already seen, Gastrell says in 1715 that 
" this church is built of wood and plaister and is now 
ruinous." Judging from other timber-framed churches 
in the county, it would have a fairly wide nave, as at 
present, with narrow aisles, the chancel probably enclosed 
within the main roof, as at Lower Peover. This is 
suggested by the wardens' note, 1607, for a partition 
between nave and chancel, owing no doubt to the 
destruction of the Rood-screen.

About the year 1728 an extensive reconstruction took 
place, when the aisles were widened to admit of galleries, 
the aisle walls being raised to the height of the nave. 
This rebuilding was in brick, a plain version of the classic 
mode of the time. There is an old picture in the vestry 
showing the south side. It has three large semi-circular 
headed windows in the centre, flanked on either side by 
round-headed doorways, the whole completed by a deep 
and heavy cornice and parapet of brick. At the east end 
is a shallow brick apse, and at the west a plain brick 
tower, taking the place of the earlier timber bell-cot. 
This rebuilding closely resembles the exterior of Church 
Minshull, rebuilt a few years earlier. What was within 
is not recorded, but from an examination it is probable
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that the timber arcade was retained, bereft of its arch- 
braces, and the roof ceiled over with plaster ; this would 
give ample room for the galleries. At the east end the 
circular arch was probably constructed for admission into 
the apsidal sanctuary.

This church remained until 1875, when the usual drastic 
Victorian rebuilding took place, the classic work 
demolished, and a mongrel gothic substituted. The 
aisle walls were lowered, the apse abolished, a short 
chancel built, the tower removed, its place being taken 
by a poor thin internal tower with nothing to recommend 
it. The roof was entirely reconstructed, some of the 
old timbers re-used, but all that remained of the old fabric 
was once again the piers of the wooden arcades, including 
the south doorway with its door, part of the 1728 
reconstruction. At the same time the opportunity was 
taken to denude the church of all its old fittings, the 
modern furniture being of pitch pine. The timber 
arcades have now new boxed cappings with poorly con 
structed arching above. The eight piers are however 
mediaeval, and have stood in position since the i5th 
century ; they are \2\ inches in diameter, of octagonal 
shape, with uneven facets, 6 and 4f alternating ; they 
are 10 feet in height to the modern capping, and stand 
upon stone bases 14 ins. in depth, with deeply curved 
chamfers, completed by a bull-nose moulding. At the 
west end of the north arcade is an extra pier, but this is 
modern.

I am indebted to W. Fergusson Irvine for permission 
to reproduce the drawing of Stoak church.

FRED H. CROSSLEY.


